
MEDIAN AND ALTITUDE IN TRIANGLES (6.3) 
 
MEDIAN OF A TRIANGLE:  A segment from the vertex to the midpoint on the opposite side. 
 

   
 
CENTROID: The intersection point of the Medians of a Triangle. 
 
CENTROID THEOREM 
 

 
 
USING THE CENTROID OF TRIANGLES TO FIND MISSING LENGTHS 

 

 
 
FINDING THE CENTROID OF A TRIANGLE 
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6.3 Lesson What You Will LearnWhat You Will Learn
 Use medians and fi nd the centroids of triangles.

 Use altitudes and fi nd the orthocenters of triangles.

Using the Median of a Triangle
A median of a triangle is a segment from a vertex to the midpoint of the opposite 
side. The three medians of a triangle are concurrent. The point of concurrency, called 
the centroid, is inside the triangle.

 Using the Centroid of a Triangle

In △RST, point Q is the centroid, and SQ = 8. Find QW and SW.

SOLUTION

 SQ =   2 — 3  SW Centroid Theorem

 8 =   2 — 3  SW Substitute 8 for SQ.

 12 = SW Multiply each side by the reciprocal,   3 — 2  .

Then QW = SW − SQ = 12 − 8 = 4.

 So, QW = 4 and SW = 12.

median of a triangle, p. 320
centroid, p. 320
altitude of a triangle, p. 321
orthocenter, p. 321

Previous
midpoint
concurrent
point of concurrency

Core VocabularyCore Vocabullarry

TheoremTheorem
Theorem 6.7 Centroid Theorem
The centroid of a triangle is two-thirds of the 
distance from each vertex to the midpoint of 
the opposite side.

The medians of △ABC meet at point P, and

AP =   2 — 3   AE, BP =   2 — 3   BF, and CP =   2 — 3   CD.

Proof BigIdeasMath.com

 Finding the Centroid of a Triangle

Use a compass and straightedge to construct the medians of △ABC.

SOLUTION
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

A

D E

F

B

C A

D E

F

B

C A

D EP

F

B

C

Find midpoints Draw △ABC. Find 
the midpoints of  — AB  ,  — BC  , and  — AC  . 
Label the midpoints of the sides D, 
E, and F, respectively.

Draw medians Draw  — AE  ,  — BF  , and 
 — CD  . These are the three medians 
of △ABC.

Label a point Label the point where  — AE  ,  — BF  , and  — CD   intersect as P. This 
is the centroid.
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Extra Example 1
In △RST, point Q is the centroid, and 
VQ = 5. Find RQ and RV.

R W T

V5Q

S

U

RQ = 10, RV = 15

Teacher ActionsTeacher ActionsLaurie’s Notes
• The Centroid Theorem follows from the first exploration. The centroid divides the median into 

two pieces that are in the ratio of 1:2. This also means that the ratio of the longer segment to the 
median is 2:3.

• Extension: You can find lots of information about centroids, balancing points, and centers 
of gravity. The U.S. Census Bureau also defines a population centroid. Search the Internet for 
“population centroid.”

Differentiated Instruction

Kinesthetic
The centroid of a triangle is its center 
of gravity. Distribute cardboard to the 
class. Have each student draw a large 
triangle, construct its centroid, cut 
out the triangle, and try to balance it 
on a pencil point. The tip of the pencil 
will coincide with the centroid of the 
triangle.
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 Finding the Centroid of a Triangle

Find the coordinates of the centroid of △RST with vertices R(2, 1), S(5, 8), and T(8, 3).

SOLUTION

Step 1 Graph △RST.

Step 2 Use the Midpoint Formula to fi nd the 
midpoint V of  — RT   and sketch median  — SV  .

 V  (   2 + 8 — 
2
  ,   1 + 3 — 

2
   )  = (5, 2)

Step 3 Find the centroid. It is two-thirds of the 
distance from each vertex to the midpoint 
of the opposite side.

The distance from vertex S(5, 8) to V(5, 2) is 8 − 2 = 6 units. 
So, the centroid is   2 — 3   (6) = 4 units down from vertex S on  — SV  .

 So, the coordinates of the centroid P are (5, 8 − 4), or (5, 4).

Monitoring ProgressMonitoring Progress Help in English and Spanish at BigIdeasMath.com

There are three paths through a triangular 
park. Each path goes from the midpoint 
of one edge to the opposite corner. The 
paths meet at point P.

 1. Find PS and PC when SC = 2100 feet.

 2. Find TC and BC when BT = 1000 feet.

 3. Find PA and TA when PT = 800 feet.

Find the coordinates of the centroid of the triangle with the given vertices.

 4. F(2, 5), G(4, 9), H(6, 1) 5. X(−3, 3), Y(1, 5), Z(−1, −2)  

Using the Altitude of a Triangle
An altitude of a triangle is the 
perpendicular segment from a 
vertex to the opposite side or 
to the line that contains the 
opposite side.

JUSTIFYING 
CONCLUSIONS

You can check your result 
by using a different median 
to fi nd the centroid. 

READING
In the area formula for a

triangle, A =   1 — 2  bh, you can

use the length of any side 
for the base b. The height h 
is the length of the altitude 
to that side from the 
opposite vertex.

FINDING AN 
ENTRY POINT

The median  — SV   is chosen 
in Example 2 because it is 
easier to fi nd a distance 
on a vertical segment. 

Core Core ConceptConcept
Orthocenter
The lines containing the altitudes of a triangle 
are concurrent. This point of concurrency is the 
orthocenter of the triangle.

The lines containing  — AF  ,  — BD  , and  — CE   meet at the 
orthocenter G of △ABC.

x
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P(5, 4)

V(5, 2)
R(2, 1)
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Extra Example 2
Find the coordinates of the centroid of 
△ABC with vertices A(0, 4), B(−4, −2), 
and C(7, 1). (1, 1)

MONITORING PROGRESS 
ANSWERS

1. 700 ft, 1400 ft
2.  1000 ft, 2000 ft
3. 1600 ft, 2400 ft
4. (4, 5)
5. (−1, 2)

Teacher ActionsTeacher ActionsLaurie’s Notes
• You might consider having different groups of students use different medians in Example 2 when 

finding the coordinates of the centroid.
• Think-Pair-Share: Have students answer Questions 1−5, and then share and discuss as a 

class.
• Teaching Tip: To sketch the three altitudes, students find it helpful to rotate their paper so 

that they are drawing a vertical line from the vertex, perpendicular to the opposite side. They 
rotate the triangle for each altitude sketched.
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PRACTICE 
 

1.    2.  Find the Coordinates of the Centroid of Triangle ABC with vertices  
A (0,4), B (-4,-2), and C (7,1) 

 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________________  
ALTITUDE:  Is the perpendicular segment from a vertex to the opposite side or to the line that contains 
the opposite side. 
 

 
 
ORTHOCENTER:  The point of concurrency of the altitudes of the triangle. 
 

 
 
In an ISOSCELES TRIANGLES….  the Altitude and is also a Median and a Perpendicular Bisector. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
HW6.3; 1, 2, 3-13odd 
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Extra Example 1
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VQ = 5. Find RQ and RV.
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Teacher ActionsTeacher ActionsLaurie’s Notes
• The Centroid Theorem follows from the first exploration. The centroid divides the median into 

two pieces that are in the ratio of 1:2. This also means that the ratio of the longer segment to the 
median is 2:3.

• Extension: You can find lots of information about centroids, balancing points, and centers 
of gravity. The U.S. Census Bureau also defines a population centroid. Search the Internet for 
“population centroid.”

Differentiated Instruction

Kinesthetic
The centroid of a triangle is its center 
of gravity. Distribute cardboard to the 
class. Have each student draw a large 
triangle, construct its centroid, cut 
out the triangle, and try to balance it 
on a pencil point. The tip of the pencil 
will coincide with the centroid of the 
triangle.
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ANSWERS

1. 700 ft, 1400 ft
2.  1000 ft, 2000 ft
3. 1600 ft, 2400 ft
4. (4, 5)
5. (−1, 2)

Teacher ActionsTeacher ActionsLaurie’s Notes
• You might consider having different groups of students use different medians in Example 2 when 

finding the coordinates of the centroid.
• Think-Pair-Share: Have students answer Questions 1−5, and then share and discuss as a 

class.
• Teaching Tip: To sketch the three altitudes, students find it helpful to rotate their paper so 

that they are drawing a vertical line from the vertex, perpendicular to the opposite side. They 
rotate the triangle for each altitude sketched.
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 Finding the Centroid of a Triangle

Find the coordinates of the centroid of △RST with vertices R(2, 1), S(5, 8), and T(8, 3).

SOLUTION

Step 1 Graph △RST.

Step 2 Use the Midpoint Formula to fi nd the 
midpoint V of  — RT   and sketch median  — SV  .

 V  (   2 + 8 — 
2
  ,   1 + 3 — 

2
   )  = (5, 2)

Step 3 Find the centroid. It is two-thirds of the 
distance from each vertex to the midpoint 
of the opposite side.

The distance from vertex S(5, 8) to V(5, 2) is 8 − 2 = 6 units. 
So, the centroid is   2 — 3   (6) = 4 units down from vertex S on  — SV  .

 So, the coordinates of the centroid P are (5, 8 − 4), or (5, 4).

Monitoring ProgressMonitoring Progress Help in English and Spanish at BigIdeasMath.com

There are three paths through a triangular 
park. Each path goes from the midpoint 
of one edge to the opposite corner. The 
paths meet at point P.

 1. Find PS and PC when SC = 2100 feet.

 2. Find TC and BC when BT = 1000 feet.

 3. Find PA and TA when PT = 800 feet.

Find the coordinates of the centroid of the triangle with the given vertices.

 4. F(2, 5), G(4, 9), H(6, 1) 5. X(−3, 3), Y(1, 5), Z(−1, −2)  

Using the Altitude of a Triangle
An altitude of a triangle is the 
perpendicular segment from a 
vertex to the opposite side or 
to the line that contains the 
opposite side.

JUSTIFYING 
CONCLUSIONS

You can check your result 
by using a different median 
to fi nd the centroid. 

READING
In the area formula for a

triangle, A =   1 — 2  bh, you can

use the length of any side 
for the base b. The height h 
is the length of the altitude 
to that side from the 
opposite vertex.

FINDING AN 
ENTRY POINT

The median  — SV   is chosen 
in Example 2 because it is 
easier to fi nd a distance 
on a vertical segment. 

Core Core ConceptConcept
Orthocenter
The lines containing the altitudes of a triangle 
are concurrent. This point of concurrency is the 
orthocenter of the triangle.

The lines containing  — AF  ,  — BD  , and  — CE   meet at the 
orthocenter G of △ABC.

x

y

4

2

8

6

42 1086
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Teacher ActionsTeacher ActionsLaurie’s Notes
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finding the coordinates of the centroid.
• Think-Pair-Share: Have students answer Questions 1−5, and then share and discuss as a 

class.
• Teaching Tip: To sketch the three altitudes, students find it helpful to rotate their paper so 

that they are drawing a vertical line from the vertex, perpendicular to the opposite side. They 
rotate the triangle for each altitude sketched.
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In an isosceles triangle, the perpendicular bisector, angle bisector, median, and altitude 
from the vertex angle to the base are all the same segment. In an equilateral triangle, 
this is true for any vertex.

 Proving a Property of Isosceles Triangles

Prove that the median from the vertex angle to the base of an isosceles triangle is 
an altitude.

SOLUTION

Given △ABC is isosceles, with base  — AC  .
 — BD   is the median to base  — AC  .

Prove — BD   is an altitude of △ABC.

Paragraph Proof Legs  — AB   and  — BC   of isosceles △ABC are congruent.  — CD   ≅  — AD   
because  — BD   is the median to  — AC  . Also,  — BD   ≅  — BD   by the Refl exive Property of 
Congruence (Thm. 2.1). So, △ABD ≅ △CBD by the SSS Congruence Theorem 
(Thm. 5.8). ∠ADB ≅ ∠CDB because corresponding parts of congruent triangles are 
congruent. Also, ∠ADB and ∠CDB are a linear pair.  — BD   and  — AC   intersect to form a 
linear pair of congruent angles, so  — BD   ⊥  — AC   and  — BD   is an altitude of △ABC.

Monitoring ProgressMonitoring Progress Help in English and Spanish at BigIdeasMath.com

 8. WHAT IF? In Example 4, you want to show that median  — BD   is also an angle 
bisector. How would your proof be different?

Segments, Lines, Rays, and Points in Triangles
Example Point of Concurrency Property Example

perpendicular 
bisector

circumcenter The circumcenter P of 
a triangle is equidistant 
from the vertices of 
the triangle.

A C

B

P

angle bisector incenter The incenter I of a triangle 
is equidistant from the 
sides of the triangle.

A C

B

I

median centroid The centroid R of a 
triangle is two thirds of 
the distance from each 
vertex to the midpoint of 
the opposite side.

A CD

R

B

altitude orthocenter The lines containing the 
altitudes of a triangle 
are concurrent at the 
orthocenter O.

A C

O

B

Concept SummaryConcept Summary

A D C

B
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Extra Example 4
Prove that the bisector of the vertex angle 
of an isosceles triangle is an altitude.

A D C

B

Given △ABC is isosceles,  — BD   bisects 
∠ ABC.
Prove   — BD   is an altitude of △ABC.
Paragraph Proof   — AB   ≅   — BC   by definition 
of isosceles triangle. ∠ABD ≅ ∠CBD by 
definition of angle bisector.   — BD   ≅   — BD   by 
the Reflex. Prop. ≅ (Thm. 2.1). So 
△ABD ≅ △CBD by SAS ≅ (Thm. 5.5). 
∠ ADB ≅ ∠ CDB by CPCTC. Also, they are 
a linear pair.   — BD   and   — AC   intersect to form 
a linear pair of ≅ ∠s, so   — BD   ⊥   — AC  , and   — BD   
is an altitude of △ABC.

MONITORING PROGRESS 
ANSWER
 8. Proving △ABD ≅ △CBD by the SSS 

Congruence Theorem (Thm. 5.8) 
at the beginning of the proof would 
be the same. But then you would 
state that ∠ABD ≅ ∠CBD because 
corresponding parts of congruent 
triangles are congruent. This means 

that  — BD   is also an angle bisector by 
defi nition.

Teacher ActionsTeacher ActionsLaurie’s Notes
• Turn and Talk: “Are the four points of concurrency distinct points in every triangle?” Listen for 

valid reasoning.
• Whiteboarding: Pose Example 4. Use whiteboards and have partners work on the proof. 

Compare and contrast proofs from different pairs of students.
• Students should find the Concept Summary helpful.

ClosureClosure
• Exit Ticket: Draw a right scalene triangle. Sketch the three medians. Draw an obtuse isosceles 

triangle. Sketch the three altitudes. Check students’ work.
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Prove that the median from the vertex angle to the base of an isosceles triangle is 
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 — BD   is the median to base  — AC  .

Prove — BD   is an altitude of △ABC.
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(Thm. 5.8). ∠ADB ≅ ∠CDB because corresponding parts of congruent triangles are 
congruent. Also, ∠ADB and ∠CDB are a linear pair.  — BD   and  — AC   intersect to form a 
linear pair of congruent angles, so  — BD   ⊥  — AC   and  — BD   is an altitude of △ABC.
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bisector. How would your proof be different?
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of an isosceles triangle is an altitude.
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Given △ABC is isosceles,  — BD   bisects 
∠ ABC.
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a linear pair of ≅ ∠s, so   — BD   ⊥   — AC  , and   — BD   
is an altitude of △ABC.

MONITORING PROGRESS 
ANSWER
 8. Proving △ABD ≅ △CBD by the SSS 

Congruence Theorem (Thm. 5.8) 
at the beginning of the proof would 
be the same. But then you would 
state that ∠ABD ≅ ∠CBD because 
corresponding parts of congruent 
triangles are congruent. This means 

that  — BD   is also an angle bisector by 
defi nition.

Teacher ActionsTeacher ActionsLaurie’s Notes
• Turn and Talk: “Are the four points of concurrency distinct points in every triangle?” Listen for 

valid reasoning.
• Whiteboarding: Pose Example 4. Use whiteboards and have partners work on the proof. 

Compare and contrast proofs from different pairs of students.
• Students should find the Concept Summary helpful.

ClosureClosure
• Exit Ticket: Draw a right scalene triangle. Sketch the three medians. Draw an obtuse isosceles 
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ERROR ANALYSIS In Exercises 27 and 28, describe and 
correct the error in fi nding DE. Point D is the centroid 
of △ABC .

27. 
DE =   2 — 

3
   AE

DE =   2 — 
3

   (18)

DE = 12

✗

28. 
DE =   2 — 

3
   AD

DE =   2 — 
3

   (24)

DE = 16

✗

PROOF In Exercises 29 and 30, write a proof of the 
statement. (See Example 4.)

29. The angle bisector from the vertex angle to the base of 
an isosceles triangle is also a median.

30. The altitude from the vertex angle to the base of an 
isosceles triangle is also a perpendicular bisector.

 CRITICAL THINKING In Exercises 31–36, complete the 
statement with always, sometimes, or never. Explain 
your reasoning.

31. The centroid is __________ on the triangle.

32. The orthocenter is __________ outside the triangle.

33. A median is __________ the same line segment as a 
perpendicular bisector.

34. An altitude is __________ the same line segment as 
an angle bisector. 

35. The centroid and orthocenter are __________ the 
same point.

36. The centroid is __________ formed by the 
intersection of the three medians. 

37. WRITING Compare an altitude of a triangle with a 
perpendicular bisector of a triangle.

38. WRITING Compare a median, an altitude, and an 
angle bisector of a triangle.

39. MODELING WITH MATHEMATICS Find the area of 
the triangular part of the paper airplane wing that is 
outlined in red. Which special segment of the triangle 
did you use?

3 in.3 in.

9 in.

40. ANALYZING RELATIONSHIPS Copy and complete 
the statement for △DEF with centroid K and medians — DH  ,  — EJ  , and  — FG  .

a. EJ = _____ KJ b. DK = _____ KH

 c. FG = _____ KF d. KG = _____ FG

MATHEMATICAL CONNECTIONS In Exercises 41–44, 
point D is the centroid of △ABC. Use the given 
information to fi nd the value of x.

B

ED

CF

G

A

 41. BD = 4x + 5 and BF = 9x

 42. GD = 2x − 8 and GC = 3x + 3

 43. AD = 5x and DE = 3x − 2

 44. DF = 4x − 1 and BD = 6x + 4

 45. MATHEMATICAL CONNECTIONS Graph the lines on 
the same coordinate plane. Find the centroid of the 
triangle formed by their intersections.

  y1 = 3x − 4

  y2 =   3 — 4   x + 5

  y3 = −   3 — 2   x − 4

 46. CRITICAL THINKING In what type(s) of triangles can 
a vertex be one of the points of concurrency of the 
triangle? Explain your reasoning.

B E
D

C

A

B

E

D
C A

AE = 18

AD = 24
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ANSWERS
27. The length of  — DE   should be   1 — 3   of the 

length of  — AE   because it is the shorter 
segment from the centroid to the side;

  DE =   1 — 3   AE

  DE =   1 — 3  (18)
  DE = 6
 28. The length of  — DE   is   1 — 2   of the length 

of  — AD   because DE =   1 — 3   AE and 
AD =   2 — 3    AE;

  DE =   1 — 2   AD

  DE =   1 — 2  (24)
  DE = 12
 29. 

A

B

D
C

  Legs  — AB   and  — BC   of isosceles △ABC 
are congruent. ∠ABD ≅ ∠CBD 
because  — BD   is an angle bisector of 
vertex angle ABC. Also,  — BD   ≅  — BD   by 
the Refl exive Property of Congruence 
(Thm. 2.1). So, △ABD ≅ △CBD 
by the SAS Congruence Theorem 
(Thm. 5.5).   — AD   ≅  — CD   because 
corresponding parts of congruent 
triangles are congruent. So,  — BD   is 
a median.

 30. 

A

B

D
C

  Legs  — AB   and  — BC   of isosceles △ABC 
are congruent. ∠ADB and ∠CDB are 
right angles because  — BD   is an altitude 
from vertex angle ∠ABC to base  — AC   
of △ABC. So, △ABD and △CBD are 
right triangles. Also,  — BD   ≅  — BD   by the 
Refl exive Property of Congruence 
(Thm. 2.1). So, △ABD ≅ △CBD 
by the HL Congruence Theorem 
(Thm. 5.9).   — AD   ≅  — CD   because 
corresponding parts of congruent 
triangles are congruent. So,  — BD   is a 
perpendicular bisector.

31. never; Because medians are always inside 
a triangle, and the centroid is the point of 
concurrency of the medians, it will always 
be inside the triangle.

32. sometimes; An orthocenter can be inside, on, 
or outside the triangle depending on whether 
the triangle is acute, right, or obtuse.

33. sometimes; A median is the same line 
segment as the perpendicular bisector if the 
triangle is equilateral or if the segment is 
connecting the vertex angle to the base of 
an isosceles triangle. Otherwise, the median 
and the perpendicular bisectors are not the 
same segment.

 34. sometimes; An altitude is the same line 
segment as the angle bisector if the triangle 
is equilateral or if the segment is connecting 
the vertex angle to the base of an isosceles 
triangle. Otherwise, the altitude and the 
angle bisector are not the same segment.

 35. sometimes; The centroid and the orthocenter 
are not the same point unless the triangle is 
equilateral.

 36–46. See Additional Answers.
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